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A: cd is a command in Linux that actually tells the kernel to change directories. Some versions of Linux tell the user/application whether
they're changing directories or not, but not all. It's a bit like moving your mouse from position A to position B...when it's only half-way there,
you can consider position B to be the new position of the mouse. A: No, it is not just the operating system telling what to do. Windows, for
example, will in many cases not tell anything at all. This is quite useful since a lot of code expects that it will be able to read a disk and then fail
or something like that. A: The answer is that the CD is in the drive, but the operating system cannot "see" that the CD is there. The operating
system does not know anything about the CD, and so it does what it can to make sense of the contents inside the drive. Normally, this works
fine. When a disk is inserted into the drive, the operating system will realize that the disk has been inserted and make the appropriate changes
to the system. In Linux, for example, this happens automatically, because a CD-ROM is a device, and the kernel will automatically mount the
CD-ROM if it is inserted. While the CD-ROM is inside the drive, the kernel will see this drive as /dev/cdrom. So, when you do cd /dev/cdrom
your shell will understand that you want to change to the contents of the CD-ROM. Or, if you do ls -l /dev/cdrom your shell will understand
that you want to list the files on the CD-ROM. Now, suppose that the operating system detects that there is a CD in the drive and notices that it
can read a CD. Let's say that the CD-ROM has been empty (no data on it), so that nothing useful can be done with it. This is quite normal;
many operating systems will not allow you to play a CD-ROM if it has never been used before. In this case, it is likely that the operating system
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will automatically put the CD-ROM in a state in which it can be read. Since the CD has been inserted into the drive, the kernel automatically
changes the contents of the CD-ROM to something that makes sense, such as an ISO image or 3da54e8ca3
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